FUJI-FORMOST HORIZONTAL WRAPPERS
Quality is “First and Formost”

Fuji-Formost Model FW-3710
Horizontal Servo Wrapper with
Reseal-It Closure Application
System

NEW RESEALABLE PACKAGE
CHEAPER THAN ZIPPER RECLOSURES
EASY OPERATION
HERMETIC SEAL UNIMPAIRED
CONSTANT PEEL VALUE

M

FDA APPROVED
REPETITIVE BRAND EXPOSURE
CUSTOMIZE PERFORATION SIZE & SHAPE
CUSTOMIZE PERFORATION LOCATION
The new resealable package system offered by Formost and Reseal-ItTM makes a perforation
in the flow wrap film and then places a label exactly over the perforation. No part of the film is
removed - the opening flap of the film sticks to the back of the label. The label and the adhesive
have a special composition, which guarantees shelf life, microbiology, and distribution. Thorough
testing has resulted in optimal film, adhesive and label compositions which provide a constant
peel value without sacrificing package integrity. The components have the necessary FDA
and ISEGA certificates. The perforation can be made in different sizes, shapes and locations
depending upon package design.
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Customize Perforation Size,
Shape and Location

Additional Benefits
Customer Communication
Your brand is repeated to the customer
every time the pack is opened.

Traceability
The customer keeps the original pack until
emptied.
Helps You in Planning Your
“Just In Time”
Very short lead times for printed Reseal-it
labels compared to printed top web. Small
volumes of printed Reseal-it labels, for
promotions etc., are produced at much lower
costs than comparable alternatives.
Shelf Life
No doubt as the customer keeps the pack
until emptied.
No Overpacking
No additional materials used to get the
feature of open and close.
Environmentally Friendly
The entire pack is made from the same
family of raw materials, i.e. that you do not
have to separate for recycling.

Specifications

FORMOST FUJI CORPORATION

Fully Tested
Micro biology, logistic, barrier properties,
peel values, non toxic, sensoric tested,
ISEGA and FDA approved.
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